
General Sheridan’s letter, “A New
Tank: Time to Begin,” in the Septem-
ber-October 1994 issue of ARMOR is a
timely reminder that we cannot go on
forever modifying and adding to the
basic M1 Abrams main battle tank
(MBT) and that we ought to start now
to give serious thought to what sort of
vehicle we wish to create as our future
MBT. It should certainly be lighter than
the MBTs that we have at present and
there has been considerable discussion,
not only in ARMOR, on the desirability
or otherwise of reducing the number of
its crewmen from four men to only two
in order to reduce the size of the vehi-
cle and so allow it to be better pro-
tected.

Captain Mike Newell set the ball roll-
ing with his article, “Survivability Is
the Best Argument For a Two-Man
Tank” in the March-April 1992 AR-
MOR, and correspondence continued to
Matthew Kristoff’s letter, “The Two-
Man Tank — Time for a Reality
Check,” which was published in the
September-October 1993 issue. General
Sheridan now draws our attention to
J.B. Gilvydis’ article, “A Future U.S.
Main Battle Tank for the Year 2010 —
A New Vision,” published in the May-
June 1994 issue, in which, in addition
to commenting on the further develop-
ment of the various systems which
make up an MBT, he also advocates
the reduction of the FMBT’s crew to
only two men. 

But strenuous opposition to such a re-
duction is voiced in two letters in the
September-October 1994 issue, one en-
titled “The Four-Man Crew Works —
Don’t Fix It” and the other “The Two-
Man Crew — A Step in the Wrong Di-
rection.” But does the choice lie only
between a conventional four-man crew
and one composed of only two crew-
men? Might not a three-man crew have
a great deal to offer? 

The introduction of automatic loading
into Russian MBTs in the 1970s, and
more recently into those now being
built in France and Japan, has allowed
the human loader to be eliminated and
opposition to this particular move has
been voiced in only one of the letters
published in ARMOR. Moreover, if we
are to move on from the 120-mm tank
gun to guns using even larger rounds of

ammunition, a human loader may be
unable to handle these longer and
heavier rounds, and automatic loading
will become quite essential.

Having eliminated the human loader,
attention has then been directed — cer-
tainly by Mr. Gilvydis — at the gunner
and the possibility of laying the gun
automatically, and this additional re-
sponsibility has then been given to the
tank commander over and above his
normal vital duties of commanding his
vehicle. This time, opposition to such a
change has been universal, as witness
Major Warford’s letter, in which he
writes: “While reality may dictate the
replacement of a human loader with a
reliable automatic device, the replace-
ment of the gunner is another matter.
What Mr. Gilvydis has failed to recog-
nize is that the addition of the gunner’s
responsibilities to the demands of the
tank commander does not replace the
gunner; it replaces the tank com-
mander. That seems like a high price to
pay.”

What may have been overlooked in
the discussion thus far is that the driver
may be able to take over some of the
additional duties placed on the tank
commander, just as the commander of
a two-man tank should also be able to
drive the vehicle, should that become
necessary. For these two crewmen to
be able to cooperate closely together in
the operation of their vehicle, it will be

essential for them to be seated together
— preferably shoulder-to-shoulder —
either down in the hull, as specified by
Captain Newell and as shown in the il-
lustration in Mr. Gilvydis’ article, or
even together in the turret. What would
not be acceptable, principally for rea-
sons of loss of morale, would be for
the commander to be the sole lonely
occupant of the turret while the driver
remained down in the front of the hull.

Although the FMBT is most likely to
be operated from fixed hull crew sta-
tions, it is still conceivable that two
crewmen might handle it from crew
stations in the turret. In fact, this latter
arrangement was actually adopted by a
French experimental antitank vehicle
during the 1950s.1 (Fig. 1) Its turret
was locked at 12 o’clock while it was
being driven by one of its two turret
crewmen. All-round traverse was only
restored when the vehicle had become
stationary in a selected fire position.
Using modern technology, the driver
— or rather both crewmen who might
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the 1960s.



now both have driving controls —
could have television screens mounted
in front of them, with cameras on the
front of the hull. It would then be pos-
sible for a crewman to drive the vehi-
cle with its turret partially traversed
while the other man searches for tar-
gets and then engages and destroys
them himself. But since the motion ex-
perienced by the crewman driving the
vehicle would not be in agreement with
what he expected from watching his
screen, he would not be able to drive at
high speed while his companion fired
on the move. 

Although this arrangement could use
existing technology for the construction
and control of the turret, the frontal
area of the vehicle would still remain
undesirably large, and it would be pref-
erable to seat the two crewmen to-
gether in fixed crew stations down in
the hull which, by presenting a smaller
frontal area, could be better protected.

Two-Man Operation 
But Three-man Crewing

The adoption of automatic loading in
turreted MBTs today has reduced the
number of men in the turret but still re-
quires the presence of a third crewman
in the front of the hull to drive the ve-
hicle. This can be seen in vehicles pro-
duced in Russia, Poland, Slovakia, and
now in France and Japan. The Ameri-
can CATTB experimental vehicle2 fol-
lows this same formula, as does the
XM8 Armored Gun System3 now be-
ing readied for production.

But so far — apart from the Sleep
Support System hurriedly supplied for
DESERT SHIELD4 — no attempt has
been made to alter these vehicles’
crewing arrangements so that they can
keep going 24 hours a day for continu-
ous periods. All three crewmen are on
duty together, and all will become
equally exhausted over time as de-
scribed in detail in Captain Chaisson’s
article, “Rest for the Weary,” also in
the September-October 1994 ARMOR.
If best use is to be made of night vision
devices now provided for all members
of the crew, some system must be
found for allowing a crewman to rest
and sleep in the vehicle during 24-
hour-a-day operations so that it can
keep going for many days on end.

Fortunately, the transfer of the MBT’s
two principal crewmen from the turret
into fixed crew stations down in the

hull provides the opportunity for them
to drive the vehicle, relieving the hull
front crewman of his driving duties and
allowing him to rest in the rear of the
vehicle before coming on duty. If these
three crewmen then rotate through the
two principal crew stations, the vehicle
will be able to keep going for continu-
ous periods.

This new crewing system will require
that all three crewmen be trained to the
same high standard in the operation of

all systems in their vehicle, but it will
also provide crewing continuity, which
the “2 plus 2” system of crewing does
not. This is because a crewman coming
on duty, probably after a four-hour pe-
riod of rest, could be briefed on the
tactical situation by his companion in
the other crew station, who would al-
ready have completed half of his eight-
hour duty. The vehicle commander
would also take his turn in the crew
rest space so he could keep going for
many days on end. While he rests, the
next senior crew member would com-
mand. Only the most junior crew mem-
ber would not be called upon to com-
mand the vehicle.

Retaining three crewmen and adopt-
ing a “two-man operation and three-
man crewing” system will give the
tank the extended endurance that auto-
matically-loaded, turreted vehicles do
not currently possess. In addition, gath-
ering the complete operation of the ve-
hicle into the hands of only two crew-

men is likely to lead to an increase in
its speed of reaction when it goes into
action. This can be contrasted with the
three — or even four — crewmen
needed to operate an MBT today, all
performing different functions in differ-
ent crew stations and dependent on
good teamwork for successful opera-
tion. As mentioned above, overloading
the commander of the FMBT can be
relieved by giving his companion part
of his load and the capability to rapidly

exchange duties in duplicate fixed hull
crew stations. Overall, the relocation of
the crewmen from the turret into the
hull will provide this opportunity for
the FMBT to be operated by only two
men.

If the above is accepted, and two-man
operation provides such advantages,
why does the Western Design winner
of the Tank Design Contest,5 (Figure 2)
and also the Tank Test Bed vehicle,6

which preceded it, both provide three
crew stations abreast of one another in
the hulls of these vehicles? Should it be
assumed that the three crewmen would
be designated as commander, gunner,
and driver to operate as a team. Or,
with driving and gunnery controls at all
three stations, would the vehicle’s en-
durance be extended with two-man op-
eration while the third simply switches
off his displays, disconnects his con-
trols, and sleeps in his crew station? An
advantage of this would be that no
changing of places would be necessary,
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Figure 2. The Western Design winner of the 1993 Tank Design Contest envisioned
three crew members sitting abreast in the hull.



because a crewman coming on duty af-
ter rest would simply switch on his dis-
plays and start work. An intriguing
question then arises — whether or not
the three crewmen would revert to be-
ing a team of a commander, gunner,
and driver when action threatened. Or
would two-man operation provide such
an increased speed of operation that
only two crewmen would handle all
duties between them, while the third
merely assisted when called upon to do
so and kept watch to the rear of the ve-
hicle?

It is possible to operate an automat-
ically-loaded, turreted vehicle, such as
the Russian T-72 or French Leclerc,
while one crewman is absent but is not
recommended because one man would
then have to drive from the front of the
hull while the other operated as a com-
mander/gunner up in the turret. With
the two men thus separated in different
parts of the vehicle, it would be diffi-
cult to transfer part of the additional
load from the commander to the driver

down in the hull front. In the case of
the FMBT, on the other hand, with two
crewmen in fixed hull crew stations
and a third man resting to their rear, the
absence of this crewman would only
affect the vehicle’s endurance. So long
as a replacement crewman could join
the vehicle without too much delay, it
could continue to operate at full effi-
ciency, and his arrival would restore its
ability to operate day after day. With
the complete operation of the vehicle
being handled by only two crewmen in
duplicate fixed hull crew stations, it
would even be possible for the vehicle
to be maneuvered and fought by a sin-
gle crewman in an emergency, though
with greatly reduced efficiency.

Two-man operation of an MBT has,
of course, already been in use for many
years in the fixed-gun Swedish “S”
Tank (Figure 3), in which both men
have driving and gun-laying controls in
their fixed hull crew stations. This ve-
hicle also carries a third crewman,
seated to the rear of the other two, but

he only watches over the operation of
the automatic loader, drives when the
vehicle is reversing, and keeps watch
to the rear.

Front Engine, Rear Ammunition,
and Rear Entrance

So far, the introduction of hull-seated
crewmen has tended to place them in
the front of the hull, more or less in the
same position as that occupied by the
driver of a conventionally-turreted ve-
hicle. This was certainly the case with
the Surrogate Research Vehicle and the
Tank Test Bed, both of which were
constrained by having to use hulls
based on that of the Abrams MBT, and
thus remained rear-engined.7 However,
the alternative front-engined hull layout
is now receiving increased attention,
principally because of the efforts of
Teledyne Vehicle Systems in offering
their Direct Fire Support Vehicle in the
Armored Gun System contest8 and

their proposals for a heavier vehicle in
the ASM Program having a similar
front-engined layout.9 Although these
particular vehicles still have two crew-
men traversing in low “pancake” tur-
rets, they not only establish the em-
ployment of a front engine compart-
ment but also make use of the rear of
the hull to serve as stowage space for a
large proportion of the ammunition.
This configuration can be seen in the
figure accompanying Frank Briglia’s
article in the July-August 1994 issue of
ARMOR and in Jody Harmon’s excel-
lent illustration of such a vehicle on the
front cover. Western Design’s winning
entry in the Tank Design Contest,
which shows a full width front engine
compartment combined with the stow-
age of reserve ammunition at the rear
of the vehicle, has given added impetus
to the changeover to a front-engined
hull layout.

In the famous front-engined Israeli
Merkava MBT, rear ammunition stow-
age is combined with a rear entrance

and exit. Since the rounds are stowed
in containers that can be removed from
the vehicle whenever necessary, this
space can accommodate tank crewmen
who have been forced to abandon their
vehicles, or, if thought to be appropri-
ate, even infantrymen. Cadet Barrett’s
design, second place in the Tank De-
sign Contest, includes a rear-hull es-
cape door for added survivability. 

If two crewmen are to operate the
FMBT from fixed stations down in the
hull, with a third crewman occupying a
rest space behind them to extend the
vehicle’s endurance, the front engine
compartment can extend across the full
width of the vehicle and, in particular,
the compartment’s rear bulkhead can
extend intact from one hull side plate
to the other. Then, if a penetration
should take place through the vehicle’s
frontal armor, there would be sufficient
space for the debris to interact with the
engine compartment components be-
fore being stopped by the rear armored
bulkhead. Cooling air could be dis-
charged at both sides of the vehicle, but
might be discharged selectively on only
one side when stationary in order to re-
duce its thermal signature. With direct
driving vision being exercised from the
top of the hull, a frontal roof slope of
less than eight degrees might prove to
be inadequate. This roof armor would
have to be removable in order to allow
power packs to be exchanged, and after
being replaced, would have to be suit-
ably secured to withstand heavy attack.

Rear ammunition stowage allows re-
plenishment much more easily than if
rounds have to be replaced in a carou-
sel in the hull center, as in typical Rus-
sian vehicles. Moreover, should a pene-
tration occur, rounds stowed at the rear
of the vehicle can be vented upwards
and rearwards in the same manner as
those carried in the bustle of a turret. In
addition, ammunition-handling systems
already developed for installation in
turret bustles should be transferable, at
least in principle, to handle rounds in
the rear of the hull. Rounds being sup-
plied from a rear stowage magazine
may either be moved internally through
the hull crew space on their way to the
breech or, alternatively, they may be
moved externally without entering the
crew space at all. Ideally, the breech of
the gun would be located right at the
rear of the vehicle, close to the ammu-
nition magazine, which would not only
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Figure 3.

The Swedish
S-Tank can
be operated
by only two
crewmen at
hull stations.



reduce gun overhang at the front of the
vehicle, but by employing external am-
munition movement, would be much
safer for the crew.

Tank soldiers have long admired
Merkava’s rear entrance and exit, rec-
ognizing that it would allow them to
mount and dismount unobserved by the
enemy and would provide an excellent
alternative escape route. However, some
form of passageway will have to be
provided through the ammunition stow-
age space, from the crew space to the
rear entrance, which immediately raises
the specter of space being wasted. Al-
though it would be possible to make
use of this space to contain rounds of
ammunition, which could be ejected to
the rear of the vehicle in an emergency
to allow the crew to escape, it seems
more sensible to use it as a rest space
for the third member of the crew so
that his head would be close to the two
crewmen operating the vehicle and his
feet would be against the rear entrance.

Although increased survivability can
be advanced as the principal reason for
adopting a front-engined hull layout,
this is certainly matched by the advan-
tages to be gained from making the
rear of the hull available for ammuni-
tion stowage. Should the introduction
of a rear entrance and exit rank only
third in the list of reasons for adopting
a front-engined layout? With increased
emphasis now on crew survivability,
the introduction of a rear entrance has
become of much greater importance.
But whichever reason is advanced for
adopting a front-engined FMBT con-
figuration, it will be the movement of
the crewmen down into the hull of the
vehicle, and their consequent ability to
drive their vehicle, that will confirm
this change of hull layout.

Gun Traverse and
Commander’s “Top Vision”

With two crewmen operating the
FMBT from fixed crew stations down
in a front-engined hull, attention should
now be focused on how its large tank
gun should be mounted and how it
should be traversed to engage flank tar-
gets. The simplest means of achieving
this is, of course, to adopt the configu-
ration used by the fixed gun Swedish
“S” Tank, to turn the complete vehicle
by the differential action of its tracks
and to tip it back and forth in elevation

and depression on its controllable sus-
pension system. The breech of the gun
would then be at the rear of the vehi-
cle, close to the ammunition magazine,
making it a simple matter to move
rounds from magazine to breech be-
cause their relative positions would re-
main fixed.

But if independent traverse is consid-
ered essential for the rapid engagement
of emergency targets to a flank, the “S”
Tank configuration will be rejected and
the gun may have to be carried either
in an unmanned turret of reduced di-
mensions or on some form of overhead
mounting. Rounds might then be sup-
plied to the breech of the gun internally
if in an unmanned turret, as has been
suggested by Western Design, or exter-
nally if the gun is to be carried on an
overhead mounting, although this latter
system will present considerable prob-
lems as the rounds are raised one by
one to the gun. Should the gun return
to the 12 o’clock position after firing in
order to simplify the reloading process,
or should rounds be supplied to the gun
in whatever direction it happens to be
pointing, as was indeed the case in the
Swedish UDES-19 design of the
1970s?10

If the gun is to be well protected in
an unmanned turret, the presented fron-
tal area of the vehicle and, therefore, its
all-up weight, will still remain substan-
tial. If, on the other hand, it is carried
on a mounting above the hull, the size
of target displayed to the enemy, par-
ticularly when engaging over a crest,
will be much smaller, but the gun itself
is likely to become more vulnerable.
Moreover, with the gun carried well
above and distinct from the hull of the
vehicle, this latter form of mounting
will be very prominent — as is appar-
ent from the illustration on the front
cover of the July-August 1994 ARMOR
— and the FMBT will become very
difficult to conceal on the battlefield.

But over and above the problems of
remote reloading, an even more diffi-
cult problem will then arise — crew vi-
sion will still be exercised from the
roof of the hull while the mounting will
extend to well above that level. This
will mean that when moving over roll-
ing country, the unmanned turret or
overhead mounting will come into the
view of the enemy before our com-
mander is in a position to see him. Our
commander will then have lost what is
usually described as his “top vision,”

which can be defined as the ability to
see all round from the highest point of
his vehicle. This is what he has become
accustomed to when putting his head
above the roof of a conventional
manned turret or when he closes his
hatch and uses the array of vision
blocks or periscopes surrounding his
turret cupola.

Although sighting vision can be ob-
tained remotely from an unmanned tur-
ret or an overhead mounting and dis-
played on screens in front of the crew-
men, it will be much more difficult
both to obtain “top vision” remotely
from the top of these mountings and
also to display it at the crew stations
down in the hull of the vehicle.11 The
commander could certainly traverse the
restricted vision of some form of Com-
mander’s Independent Thermal Viewer
(CITV) to look in any direction, but,
while doing so, he would be unaware
of enemy movement in other sectors
surrounding his vehicle. And if an in-
strument could be devised with a
broader field of vision, which might
even be able to approach that of the
human head, how would this scene be
shown to the commander down in the
hull of the vehicle unless he were sur-
rounded by an array of screens?

It may be that Helmet Mounted Dis-
play (HMD) will have to be adopted,
as has been suggested by Western De-
sign, so that crewmen can quickly and
naturally turn their “top vision” to ob-
serve in any direction. Since crewmen
cannot see through the sides of their
vehicle, their Helmet Position Sensing
Systems (HPSS) can be quite coarse,
designed not so much to provide accu-
racy as to preserve orientation. Should
a crewman identify a target and wish to
go on to engage it himself, sighting vi-
sion from the gun mounting could be
displayed in his helmet to allow accu-
rate gun laying. Alternatively, if lack of
resolution will not allow this, the crew-
men would have to use his fixed dis-
play screen for fine laying and firing.

Although indirect “top vision” may
thus be possible, it may not be wholly
satisfactory and crewmen would, no
doubt, be glad to return to direct vision
from the hull roof when their vehicle
was not in contact with the enemy.
Moreover, the prominence of unmanned
turrets and overhead mountings will
put the FMBT at a tactical disadvan-
tage, and crewmen will wish to have a
low-profile vehicle, which would be
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easily concealable. This might suggest
that an overhead gun be lowered when
not required for action, both to restore
crew direct “top vision” and to remove
its undoubted prominence, and that it
only be raised above the level of hull
top crew vision when traversed. Such a
“lift-and-turn” mounting was actually
proposed in Sweden in the 1970s in the
form of their UDES-17 design, and it
appears to embody the only means
available — apart from the turret — of
combining both gun traverse and direct
“top vision” in one and the same vehi-
cle. The conventional turret, of course,
did this so effectively for very many
years, but its large size and weight
have become too much to tolerate, and
it will have to be discontinued.

More recently the Board of Army
Science and Technology of the Na-
tional Research Council (U.S.), in their
1992 report “STAR 21: Strategic Tech-
nologies for the Army of the Twenty-
First Century” have suggested a “con-
cept for an extensible and rotatable gun
mount on a direct fire armored vehicle
(battle tank),” and provided illustrations
of such a vehicle.12 These show that
the NRC vehicle would not carry its
gun in a depression running the length
of the hull center line when lowered, as
it does in the UDES-17, but would
carry it at one side of the vehicle above
one of its tracks. Thus, the two crew-
men would be able to sit shoulder-to-
shoulder in their fixed hull crew sta-
tions in order to work together instead
of being separated by the central cleft
in the hull roof containing the gun bar-
rel, as in the original Swedish proposal.

There appears to be no reason why an
FMBT equipped with such a “lift-and-
turn” mounting should not be handled
like an “S” Tank while its gun remains
lowered, forming a compact, well-pro-
tected, and easily-concealed configura-
tion with crew “top vision” exercised
directly from the hull top. The gun
might then only be raised into its more
prominent and more vulnerable posi-
tion to engage emergency targets to a
flank before being returned to the 12
o’clock position and lowered again to
be reloaded, in effect, bringing the
breech to the ammunition rather than
moving rounds up to a raised breech.
Also as an advantage, the gun could
then be raised to engage targets over a
crest, when the size of target exposed
to enemy return fire would be small,
the time of exposure would be mini-
mal, and forward and rearward vehicle
movement would not be necessary.

Choice for the FMBT does not lie
only between two-man and four-man
crewing as three men have handled
automatically-loaded, turreted MBTs
satisfactorily for many years with two
men up in the turret and a driver down
in the hull. If the turret is going to be
eliminated, because of its weight and
size, and its crewmen moved to fixed
hull crew stations, where both will be
able to drive, the FMBT can be oper-
ated by only two crewmen while the
third man can rest in the rear to extend
its endurance in 24-hour-a-day continu-
ous operations.

Relocation of two crewmen to fixed
hull crew stations will also provide the
opportunity of altering the MBT’s con-
figuration, placing the ammunition mag-
azine at the rear of the vehicle and a
full-width engine compartment at the
front. If an entrance and escape door is
provided at the rear of the hull, a pas-
sageway leading through the ammuni-
tion stowage area may serve as a rest
space for the third member of the crew.

Arming the FMBT will then become
a question of selecting the best method
of combining gun traverse with com-
mander’s “top vision” — which the
conventional turret has been able to do
so effectively for so long. The Swedish
“S” Tank and the overhead gun con-
figuration each provide one of these
features, but do so only by sacrificing
the other. Moreover, while one is com-
pact and easily concealed on the battle-
field, the other is unduly prominent
with its gun mounting above, and dis-
tinct from, the hull of the vehicle. Does
the best answer lie in introducing a
“lift-and-turn” mounting, as originally
put forward in Sweden and more re-
cently by the National Research Coun-
cil? The FMBT could then be used like
an “S” Tank until threatened from a
flank, when it would raise its gun and
then transverse it to engage its target.
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